__ pudding is a traditional English Christmas dessert
__ can be made by boiling leftover bones
Can come in loaves, buns, dinner rolls or sticks
Hot apple __ is a favorite holiday drink
"Christmas is coming the __ is getting fat"
What you can make with the turkey drippings - watch out for lumps!
__ potato pie, sometimes with marshmallows
Dinner can be served formally at a table or as a free-for-all __
Rich, creamy holiday drink
This type of potato goes well with gravy
Young children sometimes put __ on their fingers and eat them
Some Jewish people eat latkes or __ pancakes during Hanukkah
This holiday staple can make you sleepy after you eat it
Sugar, chocolate, macaroon, shortbread
Formed in a mold with fruit, or whipped with cream into a salad
Buffet meal where everyone brings a dish or dessert
Usually made into a pie, but the roasted seeds can be tasty too
A rolled, delicious cake that started as a fireplace tradition
Nothing is as good mom's __ __
Made with dried bread and spices
In Germany, Christmas foods include spice cookies and __
Green bean __ with french fried onions
A traditional holiday food that some love and many joke about
This holiday pie ingredient is mostly fruit and nuts, not beef
Tropical fruit that can be found topping ham and pork
Round, nut-covered dairy product to be attacked with crackers
Eat as a sauce or jelly, or string the berries as to make a garland
These types of houses are fun to make and decorate
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